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Gandi named the "Registrar with the highest
potential" at the Domain Name Industry
Conference in China.
French registrar recognized by CNNIC, registry for .CN, for its
engagement in the Asian market.
25 JANUARY 2016, GUANGZHOU, CHINA
Summary

Just one year after obtaining direct accreditation by the Chinese registry, Gandi is receiving praise for the
excellence of its Chinese-language customer service and its commitment to helping individuals and
companies in the Chinese market build their online presence.
Since launching its Asian offices in 2014, domain name registrar Gandi has been busy integrating relevant
regional currencies, adding support in traditional and simplified Chinese scripts and recruiting a solid Chinesespeaking team in order to assure a customer experience adapted to the particularities of the Asian domain
name market with Gandi's high standards.
The Taipei-based team has been engaged in the region with the local community (attending conferences in
China, Taiwan, and Japan) and even organized the first ever hackathon dedicated to a geographic TLD,
(.TAIPEI) in December 2015.
For Stephan Ramoin, CEO of Gandi, "Our selection for this award from among a crop of largely Asian
competitors shows our conviction to taking root in this market and growing along with it."
With over 16 million domain names registered, the .CN extension is already the most-used geographic
extension in the world, just behind .de (Germany). In recognizing a European company, CNNIC is
demonstrating its intention to develop an open, dynamic market in a space once reserved exclusively for
Chinese companies.
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About Gandi US

Founded in March of 2000, Gandi has grown to become one of the primary sellers of domain names in the
world, with over 1.5 million domain names under management. Gandi provides individuals the opportunity to
personalize their piece of the Internet, while offering domain name and hosting solutions to small businesses,
large companies and institutions. Besides its function as a domain registrar, Gandi is a leading SSL
Certification Authority, managing nearly 15,000 certificates.
With its expertise in domain names, Gandi expanded its offering to public cloud hosting in 2008, and now
supports more than 20,000 hosting customers, representing more than 100,000 sites. With both Simple
Hosting, a PaaS service designed for SMEs and individuals, and a high-performance IaaS service, Gandi offers
a range of options to suit the needs of its various customers.
Gandi's hosting options combine the power of virtual private servers with high flexibility and optimal data
security on a truly innovative network and server architecture.
Gandi is an innovative company, offering services "for geeks, by geeks," insists Stephan Ramoin, CEO. Gandi
has a simple but ambitious commitment: "to create the company in which we would like to work, and sell
products and services that we would buy as customers."
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25 Jan

Gandi named the "Registrar with the highest potential" at the Domain Name
Industry Conference in China.
Just one year after obtaining direct accreditation by the Chinese registry, Gandi is receiving praise for the excellence of its
Chinese-language customer service and its commitment to helping individuals and companies in the Chinese market build
their online presence.

14 Jan

域名注册及虚拟主机服务商 Gandi 已提供 Let's Encrypt 证书服务
虚拟主机与域名注册商 Gandi 已着手进行 Let's Encrypt 证书与其主机代管/寄存服务的整合，目的是为了让主机代管/寄存服
务底下的所有产品都能够相容。另外，Gandi 也在财务方面赞助 Let's Encrypt。

14 Jan

域名註冊及虛擬主機服務商 Gandi 已提供 Let's Encrypt 憑證服務
2009年起，Gandi 提供每個新註冊或轉入的域名一年期免費的 SSL/TLS 憑證服務，除此之外，也提供專業級的憑證。

12 Jan

Registrar and hosting provider Gandi integrates Let's Encrypt's certificates.
Hosting provider and domain name registrar Gandi has has begun to integrate Let's Encrypt certificates with across its
hosting platforms with the eventual goal of offering compatibility across its entire suite of hosting options and has further
committed to the project by providing its financial support.

14 Dec

Gandi organizes Hackathon.TAIPEI
Hackathon.TAIPEI, co-hosted by the Taipei City Government and the domain name registrar Gandi.net, has taken place
on December 5th and 6th at the Hi-Tech Promotion Center in Taipei. A total of 10 teams gathered together to build
projects around and with .TAIPEI (dot-Taipei), the new top level domain for Taipei City which now exists alongside other
top level domain names (such as .COM / .NET / .TW). After 2 days of hacking, every group submitted their project and
provided a demonstration to ...
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